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Welcome to CoreLogic® Real Estate Solutions
An industry with deep roots, real estate has been continually challenged over the last two decades to adapt to rapid changes in 
technology—and there is no sign it will slow down any time soon. Named “Most Innovative Company” by Inman News in 2016, 
CoreLogic helps more than 925,000 real estate professionals better serve their clients through unique property intelligence 
and advanced multiple listing technology. And while we have seen many promising technologies come and go, our vision for 
the future—and what we need to do to get there—has never been so clear.

A variety of key trends serve as guideposts on our product roadmap. More than ever before, consumers are in the driver’s 
seat, demanding access to any and all data that might inform their home purchase or sale. Our response is to offer the most 
accurate and comprehensive property and market information available, giving real estate professionals and their clients 
the insight they need to make the best possible decisions.

Another major focus, the revolution in mobile technology has enabled new levels of responsiveness and created innovative 
new workflows between agent and client. Through fully responsive application design, CoreLogic is making it possible for 
agents and consumers to collaborate on the real estate research process like never before—using any device, anywhere, 
and anytime.

And CoreLogic is dedicated to providing solutions that address the data management and data access challenges that 
all multiple listing organizations, brokers, and technology providers face today. We are working hard to simplify data 
relationships through national solutions like Trestle™, which provides tools for managing contracts and collecting fees, 
fine-grained control of listing content distribution, and RESO data standardization for easy consumption. Our goal is to 
empower brokers to be more competitive while breaking down barriers for real estate technology providers.

Our greatest challenge is to insulate users from the increasing density of information and the complexity of information 
technology. By transforming that complexity into simplicity, efficiency, and insight, CoreLogic creates success for both real 
estate professionals and homebuyers. That is our ultimate goal, and how we measure our own success.

Sincerely,

Chris Bennett
General Manager
CoreLogic Real Estate Solutions



The CoreLogic Advantage 
Market intelligence is at the foundation of every smart decision. It drives strategy, 
solutions, revenue, and success. For superior data, you need a superior source. CoreLogic  
is a leading global property information, analytics and data-enabled solutions provider. 
The company's combined data from public, contributory and proprietary sources includes 
over 4.5 billion records spanning more than 50 years, providing detailed coverage of 
property, mortgages and other encumbrances, consumer credit, tenancy, location, hazard 
risk and related performance information. 

CoreLogic Real Estate Solutions leads the nation in providing multiple listing platforms 
and property information to real estate boards, associations, and other organizations. By 
integrating unique property intelligence with leading product development, CoreLogic 
creates an information-rich experience for real estate professionals and consumers. We 
also have more than 50 years’ experience in the real estate industry, a large client base in 
the U.S. and Canada, and a proven business model, so we’ll be around to provide you with 
premier products and services for years to come.

CORELOGIC EARNED THE 

TOP AWARD OF “MOST 

INNOVATIVE REAL ESTATE 

COMPANY” AND WAS 

RUNNER UP FOR “MOST 

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY” 
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INNOVATORS AWARDS. 

 

CORELOGIC WAS ALSO 
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“MARKET INFLUENCER” 

ON HOUSINGWIRE’S 2016 

HWTECH100 LIST, WHICH 

CELEBRATES THE MOST 

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY 

COMPANIES IN THE 

HOUSING ECONOMY.



Manage Multiple Listing  
and Agent Information
Matrix™

Matrix™ has proven itself as a clear leader in multiple listing platforms. Maximum speed 
is central to the Matrix product philosophy, delivering the performance real estate 
professionals demand. Many of North America’s largest real estate organizations have 
selected Matrix above all others.

 ► Maximum compatibility and mobility. Matrix is a pure HTML application, so 
the system can be accessed from virtually any computer, tablet, or phone with 
Internet access.

 ► Speed. Matrix is fast. See for yourself. It displays the elapsed time for every search in 
hundredths of a second. 

 ► Work smarter. Matrix offers shortcuts, a speed search bar, listing carts, multi-tasking, 
and more for maximum efficiency. Matrix also automatically saves all recent searches 
for quick access from any page.

 ► Property-centric. Realist® functionality will be merging into Matrix to give you a 
detailed view of every property in your market—regardless if it’s a current listing, past 
listing, or never listed at all. 

 ► Clients will love it too! Matrix provides newly designed, fully responsive, real estate 
portals for clients, fostering improved customer service and communication. Matrix also 
offers a variety of options when it comes to automatically emailing listings to clients.

 ► Multi-language support. Matrix provides multiple listing organizations with the 
ability to offer service in more than one language.

 ► Expandable. From wireless to security and everything in between, add-on products 
and services can be integrated into Matrix to create a truly customized solution for 
your members.

As part of CoreLogic’s commitment to delivering the very best real estate software 
experience, our product team is continually working hard on adding new features and 
functionality improvements.

MATRIX CURRENTLY 

SERVES OVER 

600,000 USERS, 

MAKING IT THE MOST 

WIDELY USED MULTIPLE 

LISTING PLATFORM IN 

NORTH AMERICA.



Matrix Agent Dashboard

Customizable home page

Matrix Client Portal

New, fully responsive design

FOR MORE DETAILS, VISIT 

CORELOGIC.COM/MATRIX



Innovia®

Multiple listing organizations seeking a cost-effective and efficient multiple listing platform will appreciate the many 
benefits of InnoVia®. With a low barrier to enter combined with an easy-to-use interface, it is the perfect choice for many 
growing organizations. 

 ► Maximum Compatibility. InnoVia is HTML-
based and works with virtually all operating 
systems, web browsers, and mobile devices.

 ► Customizable. InnoVia is highly 
customizable at the board and agent level.

 ► Efficient. InnoVia lets you open multiple 
sessions at the same time without losing 
your work when switching between them.

 ► Client Collaboration. InnoVia makes it 
easy to keep track of prospects. Provide 
buyers with a personally branded portal that 
includes a listing cart, appointment requests, 
property interest and rating, and more.

 ► Mobility. Wireless InnoVia provides direct 
access to the Innovia platform, including the 
ability to view and edit listings

Listing Data Checker
Listing Data Checker automatically monitors data input to improve listing data accuracy and completeness. Automated 
policy enforcement helps process data violations without adding additional personnel. 

 ► Enforces the correction of data

 ► Configured to find violations according to your policies

 ► Fosters more disciplined data entry habits

 ► Consistent and accurate data is key to a good client 
experience and reduces potential liability

End User Authentication
Every multiple listing organization needs to know that its subscribers’ valuable data is safe from the risks of unauthorized 
access. CoreLogic works with Clareity Security® to provide strong security authentication designed specifically for the real 
estate industry.



Gain Deeper Insight 
Realist®

As a leading public record and property information provider for more than 25 years, 
Realist® is your best-in-class resource for obtaining a comprehensive overview of a specific 
property and neighborhood.

 ► Tax and assessment data

 ► Property characteristics

 ► Ownership information

 ► Community and lifestyle information

 ► Sales and mortgage history

 ► Foreclosure and REO data

 ► Current trends and market intelligence

 ► Street-level and aerial maps, and parcel overlays

 ► And much more

Benefits:

 ► Incredible view into market or specific property

 ► Improve marketing & farming efforts by creating 
targeted mailing lists

 ► Create great looking reports & presentations with the 
most current data

 ► Faster lead qualification

 ► Comprehensive comparable & pricing analysis

 ► Export data for contact management applications and 
mailing labels

 ► Superior integration with many multiple listing 
platforms

 ► Works with Listing Data Checker™ to validate accuracy and completeness of data

Visit Realist.com for more information.

REALIST CURRENTLY 

SERVES OVER 800,000 

AGENTS

OVER 51M PROPERTY 

REPORTS GENERATED 

IN 2015

OVER 209M SEARCHES 

CONDUCTED IN 2015

Visualization of Your Listing Data



Graphiq™ 
The Graphiq Real Estate API provides unprecedented access to property and community data visualizations. Leveraging 
easy to use tools, developers and real estate professionals can easily implement interactive visualizations across their digital 
experiences using data sourced from CoreLogic, the U.S. Census Bureau, Department of Education, American Community 
Survey and more. 

Users of the Graphiq Real Estate API are able to programmatically retrieve embeddable, fully responsive data visualizations, 
including data such as property lot, tax and transaction information in addition to local real estate trends, school ratings, 
commute times, crime rates and demographic breakdowns.

REAL ESTATE MARKET VISUALIZATIONS



LOCAL INFORMATION VISUALIZATIONS

INRIX Drive Time™ 
With INRIX Drive Time, agents can deliver important 
new value to clients. In addition to size and price 
requirements, clients can include desired drive time 
limits (including multiple destinations and different 
times of day) and daily arrival times as part of their 
search criteria. Now, with a click of of a mouse, buyers 
can spot the perfect home for their commute without 
ever getting in their car.

According to an NAR survey, 73% new home buyers consider drive time to 
work as a key decision factor.



Housefax®

If you’ve ever bought a history report when purchasing a used car, you know the 
importance of getting a complete picture before you buy. Housefax® is one of the most 
comprehensive property 
history reports available. 
With more than 200 
valuable data points, 
many not found in 
via a multiple listing 
organization, Housefax 
provides consumers 
and professionals with 
information on building 
permits, natural hazards, 
transaction history, fire 
incidents, and much more. 

Housefax Builds 
Trust

Like an automotive history 
report, Housefax gives 
agents and their clients 
the peace of mind that comes from seeing a property’s complete history—clearly laid out in 
a single report from a trusted and impartial source.

If a buyer is unsure about purchasing a property, Housefax can help them make the 
decision. For sellers, Housefax offers impartial disclosure, helping them sell their property 
faster. And providing 
Housefax reports to 
clients demonstrates 
integrity, establishing the 
agent as a trustworthy 
and knowledgeable 
professional. The more 
knowledge and insight 
an agent can provide, the 
more transparency and 
trust they bring to the 
client relationships.

VIEW SAMPLE HOUSEFAX 

REPORT AT: 

HTTP://HOUSEFAX.COM/
REPORT/SAMPLE

It’s an automotive 
history report…
but for homes.

Possible warnings, issues and distance to closest fire station



Property incidents

Building permits

Area events

Local natural hazards



Stay Connected with Consumers
GoMLS™ App (Property Locator in Canada)
While the GoMLS™ mobile app lets agents search listings, access Realist® tax data, and access maps, photos, and driving 
directions, it also empowers real estate agents to take client care to a whole new level. When agents share the app with their 
clients, a new world of instant collaboration opens up. It’s the perfect way to stay engage with clients and prospects and 
have real-time multiple listing access while on the go.

 ► Share real time texts, lists, favorite viewing, and more with clients

 ► Schedule viewings and contact listing agent

 ► Quickly share listings via text, email, Facebook®, and Twitter®

 ► Full searching, mapping, listing details and photos, homeowner 
information (subject to availability), and much more

 ► Brilliant display of listing photos 

 ► Native app for Apple® iPhone®, iPad® and Google 
Android® devices

 ► Deeply integrated with our multiple listing platforms, 
GoMLS provides special capabilities not found in other 
mobile real estate apps

1.  Get it

Download the app on your 

mobile device from the App 

Store or Google Play

2.  Brand it!

Log in with your multiple 

listing credentials and the 

app  pulls in your photo 

and contact information 

from RETS.  It’s instantly 

branded to YOU.

3.  Share it!

Share via social networks, 

email and text.  With one 

link, clients can download 

your branded app with 

YOU as the primary MLS 

contact.

4.  Work it!

All clients appear within 

your app when they install 

and login.  You can begin 

working with clients by 

messaging, sharing and 

viewing their favorite homes.



ePropertyWatch™

Home and Neighborhood Insights Consumers Crave

It’s no secret. Consumers love information about their homes and neighborhoods. It’s where they live and raise their 
families. And it’s also their #1 asset. If broker and agents don’t offer this data, they may be losing important leads to the big 
portals and the agents who paid to promote themselves.

With ePropertyWatch™, this dynamic changes. An agent 
sponsors an email and web service, through the multiple 
listing organization or broker that delivers a professional, 
personalized data experience to prospects and past 
clients—including their home’s valuation, surrounding 
listings, sales, foreclosures, auctions, CoreLogic HPI™ 
valuation forecast, mortgage information, nearby trends, 
forecast analytics, and much more. And it’s 100% free 
for consumers. They pay nothing for this insight to be 
delivered to their inbox every month.

 ► It makes the agent the market expert. Prospects will rely 
on them for home values and neighborhood activity 
instead of the nation portals.

 ► Every email is branded to the agent, keeping their 
name top-of-mind

 ► It’s the drip-marketing platform that is always 
interesting

 ► Data is dynamic and fresh each month

 ► A 50%+ open rate—every month

Visit ePropertyWatch.com for more information.

AgentAchieve®

AgentAchieve® is an all-in-one real estate broker business management and agent productivity software solution that offers 
integrated websites, lead management, CRM, e-marketing, and other tools that keep clients and agents engaged.  

For more information, please visit agentacheive.com.
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Streamline Data Distribution
Trestle™

Whether you are a broker looking for unique content to give your website a competitive edge, a technology provider coding 
the next killer app, or a multiple listing organization supporting numerous subscribers and data relationships, Trestle™ 
by CoreLogic simplifies, unifies and transform the marketplace through which content is provided. And it’s 1-2-3 simple…
subscribe, connect, and prosper together.

Benefits for Multiple Listing Organizations

It seems like everyone wants access to the listings in your multiple listing organization database, including your broker 
subscribers, website and app developers, neighboring multiple listing platforms, real estate portals, and more. Trestle 
makes it easy to manage all your data relationships with security and precision. 

 ► Gives you real-time, fine-grained control of all your listing content distribution via RETS and the new RESO Web 
API standard

 ► Tools for managing data contracts and fee collection

 ► Trestle prepares your data for easy consumption by transforming it into the RESO dictionary

Benefits for Brokers

Being a successful real estate broker is a tough job, and it’s not getting any easier. Online competition is fiercer than ever, 
and managing all your listing data can be a major headache—especially if you belong to more than one multiple listing 
organization. Trestle gives you the data access and control you’re looking for so you can put it to work for your brokerage 
the way you want.

 ► Trestle simplifies access to your listing data

 ► Power to send your listing data wherever and whenever you want.

 ► Access to unique consumer content available nowhere else. Take advantage of enriched CoreLogic property information 
and proprietary market analytics* to get a competitive edge. 

Benefits for Technology Providers

Do you have an idea for a killer app but are discouraged by how hard it is to access and work with the real estate data you 
need? Trestle breaks down barriers for technology providers so you can focus on what you’re best at: innovation.

 ► Trestle provides a national marketplace for advertising your services and managing your data requests

 ► Unified access to multiple listing data from all across the country

 ► Data is 100% standardized and available via modern protocols

 ► Access to unique consumer content available nowhere else. Take advantage of enriched CoreLogic property information 
and proprietary market analytics* to provide insights far beyond what national portals offer. 

Visit corelogic.com/trestle for more information.

*This functionality is anticipated in a future release and is not currently available.



Data Co-op™

Data Co-op™ eliminates the island effect by easily connecting agents and brokers to other multiple listing organizations 
across the country. Agents can quickly access peer-to-peer data not available on public-facing websites from associations 
located in different regions of the country, making it easy for agents to market properties across the nation and help 
their clients find properties to buy in other locations. With the Data Co-op, users can find a wealth of information on  
a single screen, with easy-to-use mapping and drag and drop gadgets.

RETS Professional
RETS Professional provides multiple listing organizations with much more than a standard listing data feed. It delivers 
enhanced RETS management and monitoring capabilities, providing you with greater insight and data security.



Simplify the Transaction
CoreLogic has teamed up with Instanet Solutions, the leader in real estate transaction management technology. Together, we 
deliver seamless integration between CoreLogic multiple listing platforms, Realist and Instanet’s suite of powerful solutions 
that streamline and automate real estate transactions.

Benefits

 ► Contracts made easy. Agents can quickly start a transaction from the Matrix listing, InnoVia listing, or a Realist 
property, and similarly streamline creation and electronic signing of required forms and documents. 

 ► Unlimited, flexible and fast e-signatures. The agent can electronically and securely execute forms and other 
documents on site, or email the forms for e-signature. 

 ► Create listings in one click. Agents can complete the listing submission form and have the sellers review and sign the 
form on site—then instantly upload the draft listing into Matrix or InnoVia. 

 ► Listing automatically uploaded to multiple destinations. The listing submission can be uploaded to any destination, 
whether it’s Matrix or InnoVia, a broker-back office system, advertising system, or any other destination. 

 ► Mobile friendly interface. Whether using a desktop, laptop, tablet or phone, TransactionDesk is automatically 
optimized for the device. No additional mobile app is required. 

 ► Value-added service. Agents can share local and national offers and discounts to their sellers and buyers through 
the transaction process. Instanet Offers is available at no charge to members—and provides a non-dues revenue 
stream back to the multiple listing organization.



END-TO-END SOLUTION FROM LISTING TO SALE

Start a transaction from 
Matrix™, InnoVia® or Realist®

Consumer signs 
Listing Agreement

Upload Disclosure Documents 
to Transaction and make available 
through listing in Matrix or InnoVia

Start a listing transaction, create 
and auto-populate forms using 
multiple listing or Realist® data

Complete Listing 
Agreement

Complete Multiple Listing 
Submission Form

Manage the transaction 
through to completion

New Listing via 
Instanet Listing 

Upload

Validate that all required 
listing and documents are 
completed and uploaded

Listing
Data Checker

Upload data and documents to 
many broker back o�ce systems

Broker
Back O�ce



Generate Non Dues Revenue
Finding new sources of revenue has never been so important. With increasing demands placed on providers for more 
features and robust functionality, non-dues revenue supports growth while sustaining the quality of member services 
through innovative new software applications, advertising opportunities, reward programs, data licensing for risk 
management, and more.

Data Licensing

Partner InfoNet™ is a data licensing program that provides tangible benefits to individual multiple listing organizations and 
the entire real estate industry. When it comes to making sound risk management decisions, our clients in mortgage lending, 
mortgage servicing, property valuation, and capital market investing want and need better data. They know that the more 
information they have on a property or portfolio, the more accurate and reliable their decisions will be.

One of the data types vital to the decision-making process is listing data. Partner InfoNet from CoreLogic bridges the gap 
between our client bases to securely incorporate listing data in our risk management products while fairly compensating 
multiple listing organizations for the privilege of using their data.

Advertising

CoreLogic Real Estate Ad Network, our full-service advertising solution, enables multiple listing organizations to generate 
revenue by putting ads on their public websites and multiple listing platforms. CoreLogic facilitates everything from ad sales 
and operations to brand safety, yield management, billing, reporting, and more.

Tenant Screening

The expanding rental market presents multiple listing providers with an excellent opportunity to generate non-dues  
revenue from a growing number of property investors and landlords. Our direct-to-consumer website, MyRental.com, 
provides an array of effective renter screening tools that aid 
in evaluating tenants based on their ability to pay. Multiple 
listing organizations who make myrental.com available on 
their websites receive royalties on every report generated.



Stay Connected
Visit us online and discover a resource for industry information, research reports, company news, product information, 
upcoming events, and more.

 ► Sign up to receive industry leading research reports and follow the Insights Blog at corelogic.com

 ► Follow CoreLogic on Facebook and Twitter (#CoreLogic)

 ► Follow our multiple listing technology on Facebook (CoreLogic Real Estate Solutions CoreLogicRES) and Twitter 
(#CoreLogicRES)

For more information, please contact your CoreLogic representative,  
email sales.res@corelogic.com or visit corelogic.com/res
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